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Considering new moves in dance medicine and science: 
promoting a translational agenda for improved applied 
impact
Howie J. Carson a, Wendy M. Timmonsa and Martin Lanfearb

aInstitute of Sport, Physical Education and Health Science, Moray House School of Education and Sport, The 
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK; bScottish Ballet, Glasgow, UK

ABSTRACT
Over the past 35 years, the dance domain has adopted sports 
medicine as a key driver of professional practice. However, similar 
to limitations identified within sport, research is yet to achieve its 
full translational potential within applied settings. This Viewpoints 
paper begins to identify and unpick key philosophical and metho-
dological aspects, with the view to stimulate discussion in this 
rapidly growing and developing domain. First, we outline 
a pragmatic philosophy that underpins expert professional practice 
as a basis to evaluate research. Second, we critically appraise study 
design characteristics to exemplify a gap between accepted scien-
tific research protocols and professional needs within applied set-
tings. Third, we comment on recommendations/insights made 
within the literature against the requirements and practices of 
professionals. Finally, based on this appraisal we suggest an exem-
plar new line of research that draws upon a pragmatic philosophy; 
namely, motor skill refinement. In enacting these ‘new moves’, we 
look forward to increased collaboration between practitioners and 
academics to fully realise a strong applied evidence-base. This task 
will not be easy, as with any interdisciplinary research, and should 
draw upon interdisciplinary expertise to do so. Hopefully our brief 
comments will provide a stimulus for further discussion, planning 
and future action.
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The development of sports medicine as a profession and research domain has become 
increasingly specialised over the past 35 years (Brennan 1986). With this, many other 
performance domains have recognised the potential benefits that can be achieved and have 
adopted a similar lens to professional support and knowledge generation. One domain that 
has seen growth in research and development is dance medicine and science (DMS; e.g., 
Amorim et al. 2015; Koutedakis and Jamurtas 2004). Indeed, it is only very recently that 
professional dance companies have employed clinicians and specialists to support the needs 
and performances of dancers; although this embedding of knowledge and understanding 
remains inconsistent across countries (Australia and Canada being early to include with 
others following), companies and choreographers. Moreover, an evidence-based approach is 
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also being adopted within training academies, charged with the development of young talent 
into the professional ranks. In this regard, studies have provided data on biomechanics 
(Wilson and Kwon 2008), physiology (Ruscello et al. 2018), psychology (Zaletel and Kajtna 
2020) and health (Fong Yan et al. 2018) topics, as notable examples. Unsurprisingly, the 
transfer of practices, methods and personnel from sport, has characterised this development; 
similarly between mainstream and Paralympic sports, for example (Collins, Simon, and 
Carson 2019). Whilst the majority of this research is original and contributing within the 
academic domain of DMS, we argue in this Viewpoints paper that it is yet to reach its full 
potential within applied practice. In this paper we begin to identify and unpick key philoso-
phical and methodological aspects with the view to stimulate discussion in this rapidly 
growing and developing domain. First, we outline a philosophy that underpins expert 
professional practice as a basis from which evaluations of research can be made. Second, 
we critically appraise several study design characteristics to exemplify a gap between accepted 
scientific research protocols and the needs of professionals within DMS settings. Considering 
our backgrounds in dance pedagogy, coaching, biomechanics and motor control, these topics 
are where we focus our appraisals, but readers may wish to consider topics such as physiology 
or health. Third, we comment on recommendations/insights made within the academic DMS 
literature against the requirements and practices of the profession. Finally, based on this 
appraisal we suggest an exemplar, and much needed, new line of research for DMS that draws 
upon the philosophical underpinnings discussed in the following section.

A philosophy underpinning expert professional practice

In contrast to behavioural approaches (e.g., Cushion, Ford, and Williams 2012), recent 
sport psychology (Martindale and Collins 2013) and coaching (Collins and Collins 2017) 
research has recognised and begun to reveal the important cognitive mechanisms that 
underpin such behaviours of expert practitioners (i.e., knowing not only ‘what’ and ‘how’ 
but also ‘why’). In this regard, a key factor to success is the practitioner’s decision-making 
skill and conceptualisation of their working environment. Notably, building on notions 
of complexity within individuals and real-world environments, is the necessity to create 
and, in most cases, adjust actions in response to interacting individual, situational and 
contextual demands (Mees et al. 2020). Therefore, applied practitioners must adopt an 
idiosyncratic perspective when working to support individuals (Glazier and Mehdizadeh 
2019). Indeed, while some practice elements might reflect staple solutions across perfor-
mers, the manner in which this is enacted will be at least subtly different. In short, the 
potential ‘tools’ available to the practitioner are neither right nor wrong, effective nor 
ineffective; what is crucial is that their optimal application requires an understanding of 
the factors/demands on which its effect depend. Empirically, this approach is supported 
by cross-disciplinary evidence that demonstrates inter-individual differences (e.g., Dicks 
et al. 2017; Pickering and Kiely 2018), is now increasingly recognised within fundamental 
science research (Pacheco and Newell 2018) and, has already been requested within 
practitioner accreditation programs (Collins et al. 2015; Martindale and Collins 2013). 
Philosophically, this pragmatic approach is growing within sport psychology and coach-
ing studies, as our understanding of principles have required a sharper and more 
nuanced interpretation. In fact, pragmatism is a necessity in the quest for stronger 
translational impact within applied practice (see Coe 2017; Giacobbi Jr. et al., 2005).
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Currently, however, much research within DMS appears not to be philosophically 
oriented towards providing such bespoke understanding of discipline-specific principles 
which, therefore, presents itself as a perennial problem as research studies have ‘built 
upon’ previous findings (Jarvis and Kulig 2020; Jarvis et al. 2020). As such, knowledge is 
typically underpinned by a thirst for generalisable findings, which permeates methodo-
logical approaches (e.g., Dang, Koutedakis, and Wyon 2020; Shan 2005).

This has not always been argued as the best approach however, even within the parent 
domain of sport and exercise science where DMS originates. Unfortunately, such views 
have not always been welcomed, or at least adopted, within sport and exercise science, 
but we wish not to take away from these authors’ fundamental contributions to the field. 
Specifically, we are influenced by a long-stated opinion that research within applied 
domains should work to deliver both process- (e.g., understanding of information- 
processing mechanisms) and outcome (e.g., did the performance improve)-oriented 
investigations (cf. Christina 1987). So, evidence to best address the challenges of those 
who will use it and, by implication, their required outcomes. Collins and Kamin (2012) 
would distinguish this type of motivation as research for a domain (e.g., dance biome-
chanics with the intention to enhance performance) as opposed to through a domain 
(e.g., biomechanical studies using a dance-like task). It is from this pragmatic position 
and historical stance that we critically appraise research design in DMS. Specifically, we 
wish to illuminate some required changes that will redress the balance of our funda-
mental versus applied knowledge-base and, therefore, improve potential transferability.

Study design characteristics

In this section, we present discrete study characteristics for the purpose of simplicity. 
However, these characteristics could interact as confounding variables within a single 
study’s methodology and therefore impact on the findings.

Participants

As with any empirical DMS study, all require the collection of data from participants. 
Notably, we identify two prominent issues when attempting to understand the specialist 
training and level of dancers recruited. Firstly, studies appear too vague in defining the 
specialist training of participants. For example, participants have been referred to simply 
as ‘dancers’ (Rein et al. 2011), homogeneously as ‘dancers and/or dance practitioners’ 
(Lampe et al. 2019b), ‘sport dancers’ (Pilch et al. 2017) which, by definition does not 
characterise the dance type since any dance can be made competitive. Additionally, many 
studies often use ‘non-dancer’ control groups without probing general backgrounds to 
know if other activities might have a positively transferable impact (e.g., gymnastics or 
capoeira martial art; Bobrownicki et al. 2021). Finally, even when specialisms are 
reported, authors have used a combination within the same group and without providing 
a breakdown of each’s makeup (e.g., classical or modern; De Bartolomeo et al. 2007; 
Lampe et al. 2019a).

Secondly, there is a lack of consensus towards what constitutes different participation 
standards within DMS. Examples include terminology such as ‘recreational’ 
(Krzyzanowicz et al. 2019), ‘elite’ (Metsios et al. 2020), ‘professional’ (Jacobs et al. 
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2017), ‘concert’ (Thomson, Kibarska, and Jaque 2011), ‘experienced’ (Lin et al. 2013), 
‘pre-professional’ (Ekegren, Quested, and Brodrick 2014), ‘semi-professional’ (Lampe 
et al. 2019b) and ‘collegiate’ (Gerbino, Griffin, and Zurakowski 2007) dancers. From 
a pragmatic perspective, these criteria could be usefully supplemented by additional 
information (e.g., level of company, role) to assess the extent to which the participants 
were ‘elite’ by current industry standards. Relatedly when defining participant skill level, 
studies also report a number of years’ experience as a criterion. In a study by Rowley et al. 
(2015), for example, participants were described with over 5 years’ experience of formal 
dance training, were currently participating in a collegiate dance programme, or were 
employed as dancers or teachers in the past year and, currently trained at a high level. 
However, this does not explain what constitutes a ‘high level’, whether they train full or 
part-time, nor the level or style of training that these 5 years include; for instance, does 
this include years during skill acquisition (cf. Schack and Bar-Eli 2007)? For clarity, 
a dance teacher would be eligible in this study with 10 years of professional performance 
experience that ended 15 years ago, having recently been employed to teach dance classes 
to beginners within a community setting. Finally, it is unclear whether the ‘dance 
technique’ that is being tested corresponds to the dance training and/or current perfor-
mance engaged in by participants. In short, criteria for defining participation standard is 
clearly very complex. Therefore, DMS may wish to consider how participants are 
portrayed to enable better comparison across datasets and application within real- 
world practice (Firestone 1993; Lincoln and Guba 1985; Swann, Moran, and Piggott 
2015).

Experimental task requirements

Another impactful consideration is the influence of participant experience with a specific 
dance genre and/or technique which is recognised as affecting a dancer’s body (Morris 
2003). This is particularly evident in studies conducted through dance where a uniform 
test or movement is required, but is differentially meaningful across participants (e.g., 
Carter, Bryant, and Hopper 2019). An example of this can be seen when instructing ballet 
and jazz dancers to execute a saut de chat leap (Jarvis and Kulig 2020). Here, according to 
the ballet code, dancers must execute with externally rotated lower limbs from start to 
finish of the leap, from the preparatory lead-in steps to take-off, flight and landing 
(Glasstone 2001). Although jazz dancers are trained to execute through these stages 
from a parallel or neutrally aligned take-off foot (i.e., in the global sagittal plane), they 
may externally rotate the limbs during the flight stage to achieve and display a greater 
range of movement, however they will land in the neutral/parallel alignment (Wydro 
1981). In this case, it would be important to specify how the technique must be executed, 
although we would still argue that mixing dancers from two genres is still potentially 
problematic.

Even when different participants can execute correctly, the less familiar and less 
practiced movement for some dancers could result in different motor control strategies 
governing that execution (Carson and Collins 2016a). Such changes are typically driven 
by a mismatch between the requested and already well-established movement represen-
tation, leading to a higher cognitive demand (i.e., a focus on either more or lesser- 
established movement components; Paris-Alemany et al. 2019). From a practical 
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perspective, identifying an appropriate/task-relevant focus in meaningfully novel situa-
tions could confuse and/or frustrate the performer (e.g., Bortoli et al. 2012). Therefore, in 
studies that are characterised by our above example, it may be beneficial for any warm-up 
/preparatory procedures to incorporate the same technique instructions as during 
experimental conditions (cf. Wulf and Su 2007). Consequently, time to warm-up and 
prepare for the two execution conditions could minimise any detrimental differences in 
neurocognitive co-ordination. Indeed, empirical study has demonstrated that even very 
subtle and correctly executed differences changes the co-variation of movement struc-
tures (Carson, Collins, and Richards 2014) as well as muscle activity and tendomuscular 
stiffness (Leukel et al. 2012). Certainly, different lower-limb alignment techniques (i.e., 
neutral vs. externally rotated) have shown kinetic differences within classical ballet jumps 
(Imura and Iino 2017).

Participant instructions

Equally, the impact of experimental instructions is likely to interact across various 
internal systems (e.g., biomechanical and motor control processes; Wulf 2013). 
Keeping with the examples above, the nature of the task could lead to greater cognitive 
demand, but also the type of instructions can lead to suboptimal use of cognitive 
resources, even if the demand is kept consistent. For example, asking professional 
classical ballet dancers, academy and conservatoire dancers to execute a grande jeté 
leap by performing ‘a galloping preparatory step and takeoff with their preferred leg 
and extending the opposite limb to achieve a 180° ±5° angle in the air’ (Blanco et al. 2019, 
3), does not reflect the way in which these movements might be taught or best planned as 
skills by classical ballet teachers, or by individual dancers (see also Teixeira da Silva et al., 
2017). Instead of providing a mechanical explanation of the movement (Giblin et al. 
2015), a teacher might identify the body shape in the air, describe the movement using 
single action-oriented words, such as ‘extend’ or ‘split’ in order to emphasise an aesthetic 
intention. Indeed, representing movements non-verbally, or accessing through short 
action-oriented words, can facilitate a quicker and more accurate memory retrieval 
process (e.g., Paivio 1986). For what is a comparatively straight-forward skill at the 
professional level, executing with an external focus of attention might also facilitate an 
optimal execution (e.g., jumping over there, on this shape/path), or even an external 
followed by internal focus of attention if the focus was towards action-appropriate 
propositions (e.g., on the holistic proprioceptive ‘feel’; Montero 2006). Put simply, 
removing the aesthetic intention limits the evidence for use by dance practitioners due 
to not appreciating the completeness of the skill; that is, a skill is not only technique 
(Knapp 1963).

Research insights and impact

Finally, reflecting the extent to which studies in DMS offer a truly translational impact 
within the performance setting, we note that many studies offer recommendations and/ 
or insight that could be considered to represent already-known advice or, dare we say, 
common sense to the dance practitioner. For example, Aquino et al. (2019) investigated 
the impact of footwear in relation to possible injury mechanisms in classical ballet (see 
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also Fong Yan et al. 2011). Based on their findings it was stated that using worn-out 
pointe shoes to execute relevé and arabesque techniques resulted in greater lower limb 
muscular demand when compared to new pointe shoes. At best, this study presents EMG 
data to specify which muscles activate differently, thus advancing the study of biome-
chanics through dance, with the recommendations having very little impact for dance. 
Another issue is that research often falls short of addressing important criteria within the 
performance setting, therefore providing an incomplete translation for practitioners. For 
example, Abergel, Tuesta, and Jarvis (2020) positively set out to replicate dance technique 
execution under similar levels of effort and intensity as experienced during a professional 
performance. Findings were reported to show ‘less desirable movement patterns’ (as 
determined using multiple lower limb kinematics) and reduced ground reaction forces 
upon landing when performing multiple saute jumps after 5 minutes of dancing to 
fatigue. Recommendations from this study were that improved endurance and eccentric 
strength would benefit these dancers, despite acknowledging that such (in many cases 
miniscule) differences may reflect an attempt to maintain aesthetic performance quali-
ties. Despite this seemingly applied discussion, we cannot reconcile the sole use of 
quantitative movement analysis to evaluate the impact of fatigue in a study that claims 
to be motivated towards informing performance. In other words, the incomplete transla-
tion of findings may have been addressed by the vital inclusion of ‘desirable’ or aesthetic 
movement qualities as viewed by an (expert) audience or the dancers themselves.

Exemplar ‘New Moves’ for applied research in dance medicine and science

Reflecting these applied considerations, a pragmatic approach will address, inform and 
develop real-world practices to overcome real-world problems. Accordingly, we highlight 
a common but scarcely addressed challenge to professional and/or experienced dancers 
(Liederbach 2010; Vintere and Poulson 2010); that of making a small refinement/tweak/ 
polish to an already long-practiced, learnt and well-automatised movement (Carson and 
Collins 2011). While there is a predominant focus on injury, injury prevention and/or 
rehabilitation within the literature (e.g., Boeding et al. 2019; Malone & Hardaker Jr, 1990; 
Vera et al. 2020), this has insufficiently addressed and/or ignored how these processes are, 
or can be when required, embedded within a wider plan for effective technical develop-
ment/progression. In short, injury is important for the DMS practitioner, but we suggest 
that it is too narrow in being able to deliver on many other pertinent and associated 
applied outcomes. Namely, these would include – when technique refinement was 
deemed also necessary to avoid or recover from injury – newly refined, safe and long- 
term permanent kinematics that persist under future physical and/or mental stress. By 
contrast with the extant literature, it should be evident that studies, even when examining 
changes in dancers’ mechanics, have not explicitly addressed these important applied 
criteria. Perhaps this is unsurprising when considering their more positivistic and mono- 
disciplinary underpinnings. We are not discrediting this philosophical perspective per se; 
however, we merely highlight the different avenues for research, possible outcomes 
desired and, therefore, manipulations and measures employed when considering the 
proposed ‘new (pragmatic) moves’ to help accelerate research into practice (i.e., research 
for dance; Collins and Kamin 2012). Notably, such an approach would sensibly employ 
multiple methodologies with the addition of qualitative data to further enhance our 
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understanding beyond measuring ‘what happened’ and getting closer to a deeper, inter-
disciplinary perspective to explain ‘why’ (Barnard and deLahunta 2017; Goldberg 2020; 
Mitchell and Clements 2021).

Positively, this endeavour can build upon an applied model, measures and case exem-
plars within the sport science domain (Carson and Collins 2011, 2014, 2015, 2016b, 2017; 
Carson, Collins, and Jones 2014; Carson, Collins, and Kearney 2017; Carson, Collins, and 
Richards 2014, 2016; Collins, Morriss, and Trower 1999; Hanin et al. 2002; Hanin, Malvela, 
and Hanina 2004). What is needed now within DMS is to understand, tailor and apply 
these to meet the domain’s and performance-specific demands. In fact, we anticipate that 
a better understanding of skill refinement in dance will benefit beyond the injury context; 
for example, adapting to a specific and less-familiar choreographic style, confronting 
different environmental conditions, dancing with a new partner, joining a new company 
or even as a necessary process to maturation across the lifespan. There is already work 
within DMS to promote interdisciplinary knowledge and we see addressing this need as 
a useful extension and addition to that (see Liederbach 2010).

Conclusion

To conclude, we have identified and critically appraised factors within exemplar DMS 
research that we feel, as practitioners, need to be reconceptualised to enhance the 
potential translational flow from the laboratory to the dance studio. By adopting 
a pragmatic philosophy, a different evaluation of studies is afforded, as relevant to real- 
world challenges faced in dance. Specifically, we have exemplified the essential require-
ment to consider the interaction between the individual, context and situational 
demands; thus demonstrating the importance of a practitioner’s decision-making skill 
as a reflection of the complex dance environment. Indeed, it is only through this lens that 
we see research being able to quickly and optimally enhance existing practice. In an effort 
to exemplify how this lens can inform research aims and study designs, we suggested 
a new direction and balance of inquiry that develops current interest in technique within 
DMS. In our opinion, future research in this professional context should seek to embed 
interventions within performer’s broader pathway and cater for representative outcomes 
that would be desired by them and their employers.

Finally, in enacting these new moves, we encourage collaboration between practi-
tioners and academics to fully appreciate what would constitute worthwhile applied 
research. For optimal impact, the difficult task of conducting truly interdisciplinary 
research will be inevitable and, therefore, require expertise across disciplines and meth-
odologies in this area. Hopefully our brief comments will provide a stimulus for further 
discussion, planning and future action.
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